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Fachbereich Physik, Universitat Osnabriick, D-4500 Osnabriick, Federal Republic of 
Germany 

Received 23 December 1991 

Abstract. An overview on paramagnetic defects in BaTiO:, single crystals, used in 
photorefractive applications, is given. New results concerning cation defects include 
the investigation of double quantum transitions in isolated F$+, identification of the 
parameters of Fe't-Vo, analysis of Co2+, the report of Co'+-Vo, Jahn-Teller-induced 
spin-lattice relaxation effects of Pt3+, identification of Rh2+, Rh4+, I + +  and Pt5+. In 
the field of anion defects 0- trapped hole centres associated with unknown acceptors 
and with AI3+ are reported. The role of the identified defects in light-induced charge 
transport processes is discussed. 

. 

1. Introduction 

The promising photorefractive properties of BaTiO, [ 11, triggered by photoioniza- 
tion of suitable defects, have revived the interest in the study of paramagnetic lattice 
perturbations in this material. Knowledge of the specific features of possible defects 
in a photorefractive compound is necessary in order to optimize the performance of 
the material, such as speed and maximum refractive index changes. Where appli- 
cable, electron spin resonance is able to furnish rather detailed information on the 
chemical and electronic structure of paramagnetic defects. We therefore have begun 
a systematic ESR study of such lattice perturbations in BaTiO,. A report on the 
presently available results will be given here. This investigation will be the basis for 
the elucidation of the light-induced charge transport processes in which the defects 
identified here are involved; these can possibly be responsible for the photorefractive 
index changes. The connection between these light-dependent features of the defects 
and their structural properties will be dealt with in a second paper, hereafter called 
11. 

In this second report, the investigations will be based on the dependence of the 
ESR intensities on the wavelengths of light illumination. In most cases the photostim- 
ulated charge transport paths, initiating the photorefractive effect, can be identified 
in this way. By simultaneously monitoring the changes of ESR and optical density 
under illumination, a correlation between the structural and optical properties will 
be established in some instances. Our aim is to extend, by consistency arguments, 
the information obtained from the optical absorption of centres known from ESR to 
those cases, where the defects are ESR silent, and to arrive then at an overall picture 
of possible defects in BaTiO,. 
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A principal problem concerning the role of defects in the photoconductivity of 
BaTiO, has been solved recently. It was shown [24 ]  that two types of levels are 
needed to explain, e.g., the sublinear dependence of photoconductivity on light in- 
tensity, oph oc I", 2 < 1. One of the centres responsible for these levels is deep 
with respect to the neighbouring bands in the sense that thermal ionization can be 
neglected as compared to photoionization. The other type of centres iS shallow; they 
can intermediately trap the quasifree charge carriers. Competition between light- 
induced and thermal ionization of these traps then leads to z < 1 [3]. The transfer 
of charges between deep and shallow levels also causes photochromic changes in the 
optical absorption of the material. 

It is our central goal to identify the defects causing these two types of levels in the 
various crystals investigated. In several cases the experiments were performed on crys- 
tal specimens which had been characterized by other authors [5] with respect to the 
wavelength dependence of carrier sign and photoconductivity. It will be shown that 
in nominally pure or Fe-doped material the hole ionization level of Fe4+, designated 
Fe4+/,+, is the most effective deep one, if these specimens are used as-grown or 
oxidized. In Co-doped crystals the corresponding deep level is Co3+I2+. The shallow 
levels in some cases are derived from 0- centres, corresponding to holes which have 
been captured at 0-- near unidentified acceptor defects. In most cases, however, 
we have found that shallow levels are connected with defects which apparently are 
ESR silent. 

Before giving proofs for these statements in paper 11, we shall here present an 
overview of the paramagnetic defects found in the studied BaTiO, single-crystal spec- 
imens. For three reasons we strive for completeness in this respect. First, there might 
be defects with useful photorefractive properties among those identified. Second, the 
light-induced charge changes observed (also with centres present in small concen- 
trations only) can be used as indicators of the sign and transport properties of the 
charge carriers created by illumination of the crystals with specific light energies. And 
finally, the ESR studies, in favourable cases sensitive to the low defect concentrations 
(tens of ppm) relevant for photorefractive sensibilkation of the crystals, can be used 
as a tool of quality control. 

In identifying paramagnetic defects in BaTiO, we could rely to some extent on 
previous studies, performed with the related SrTiO,. Most of the the relevant results 
have been summarized by Muller (61. The study of paramagnetic defects and their 
light-induced charge and optical absorption changes is more complicated in BaTiO,, 
having a sequence of ferroelectric phases (tetragonal: T 5 393 K, orthorhombic: T 
N < 278 K, rhombohedral: T 5 183 K), in contrast to SrTiO,, which shows only a 
structural phase transition from cubic to tetragonal at 105 K Most studies had to be 
performed at low temperatures in the rhombohedral phase, since many defects have 
been observed and their different spin-lattice relaxation times would have prevented 
observation at  high temperatures. The temperature dependence of the EsR parame- 
ters derived for the various centres has not been studied specifically. Neither did we 
investigate in detail the redox behaviour of the defects concerning their charge states 
and photoionization properties. 

For previous results on defects in oxide perovskites refer to [6]. Newer inves- 
tigations on BaTiO, include those by Muller et af on BaTi0,:Mn4+ [7] and Cr3+ 
[SI. ESR studies devoted to the elucidation of the photorefractive properties of Co- 
and Mn-doped BaTiO, have recently been published by Schwartz et al [9]. These 
investigations, however, were primarily made on doped BaTiO, powders, yielding 
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less structural information than studies of single crystals. We have earlier reported 
several results on paramagnetic defects in single-crystal BaTiO, and their dependence 
on light illumination [lo]. Further references will be cited in the relevant subsections. 
In this paper we shall concentrate on newly identified paramagnetic defects and on 
more detailed recent information about those found previously. 

2. Experimental conditions 

The crystals used in this investigation are listed in table 1. They were kindly 
made available by various crystal growers. Most of the specimens were studied as 
grown. Polydomain samples with dimensions of typically about 1 x 3 x 3 mm3 were 
used. Among the identified charge states there were many which could be created 
metastably at  low temperatures by illumination with light of suitable wavelengths. In 
general, the output of a H,O filtered xenon arc lamp was used, monochromatized by 
interference filters. More details will be reported in 11. 

The ESR measurements were made at 4.2 K 6 T < 300 K, using a Bruker 200 D 
ESR spectrometer working at 9 and 34 GHz. 

3. Experimental results and their assignment 

We shall first deal with paramagnetic defects on cation sites-either isolated or asso- 
ciated with oxygen vacancies-and then turn to anion type centres, essentially oxygen 
ions having trapped a hole, 0-. The spectra are generally described by Hamiltonians 
of the type [ll] 

indicating, respectively, Zeeman, hyperfine, axial and orthorhombic as well as cubic 
crystal field interactions. The coupling tensors and crystal field parameters reflect the 
local symmetry of the defects and allow conclusions with respect to their electronic 
structure. In the headings of the subsections we shall indicate the free ion electronic 
configurations of the identified ions and whether Hund's rules are obeyed for the ion 
in the crystal (weak cubic crystal field) or not (strong field). 

3.1. Defects containing Fe 

For all crystals we have found that isolated Fe3+ [12] leads to the strongest signals. 
Fe3+-V, [13] was observed only in the Fe-doped material; Fe4+-Vo [13], however, 
could also be detected in nominally undoped specimens. Apparently, the Fermi level 
was so low in such crystals that Fe3+-Vo was not formed. Fe5+ [13] was observed 
under illumination; details will be published in 11. 
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Table 1. The investigated crystals and their impurity content. 

Crystal Doping 
designation 

Identified defects' 

57.2 nominally undoped 
(Si: 250, Fe: 210, Ak 130, 
K 124 Ca: 90, Sr: 80, 
Mg: 50, S 15, Ni: 12, 
P 11, Sn: 8) 

nominally undoped 68.2 

73.1 

45.2 

AK45 

160 ppm Fe, 100 ppm CO 
in crystal 

400 ppm Fe in crystal 

nominally undoped 

Z3VIII 50 ppm CO in the melt 

04 nominally undoped 

-: ec3+, c$+ ,  pt3+, (AW) 

U: 0--U, Ti3+-? 

+: 
0: (Fe4+), (Cr4+), A13+-O-, (PI4+) 

Fe4+-Vo, Fe5+, Crft, Cr;:, Nd3+, (Nd2+14+?) 

-: Fe3+, cP+, co2+ 
+: CO~+-V,, C O ~ + - V ~ ,  c<,+, 
0: (Fe4+), (Cr4+) 

-: Fe3+ 
+: Fe3+-V0, Fc4+-Vo, Fe5+, Crf+, 

N&+, (Nd2+/4+?) 

-: Fe3+, CP+ 
+: F$+, Cr:' 
0: (Fe4+), (Cr't)  
U: 0--U, Ti3+-?, 2, 3 

-: 

U: 0--U, PtS+-? 

CP+, coz+, (c03+),  ~ t 3 + ,  ( ~ 1 3 + / 2 + / l + ? )  

+: 
0: 

Fe*+-Vo, Fes+, Nd3+, Get, (Nd2+14+) 
Co4+-V0, (Fe"+), k 4 + ,  Rh4+, (PI4+), (Cr4+) 

a Notation: -, acceptor defect; +, donor defect; 0, neutral; U, structure and charge unknown; bold 
letters, charge states stable in crystal ground state; light letters, charge states obtained by illumination; 
elements in brackets, indirectly determined, not by ER; underlined, especially high concentration. The 
numbers 2 and 3 refer to table 2. 

Mass spectrometric analysis available, results given in at-ppm. 

3.1.1. Isolated Fe3+ (3d5, weakfieid). Figure 1 shows a typical spectrum of this ion 
as investigated in the rhombohedral phase at T x 20 K The labelled resonances 
have been assigned earlier to Fe3+ [12] and Crft [lo]. The parameters describing 
the spectra of Fe3+ in the rhombohedral phase at 172 K are listed in table 2. The 
two sharp lines marked by 'X' have the angular dependence shown in figure 2, where 
the line positions of the isolated Fe3+, as calculated using the cited parameters 
are indicated. It is seen that the narrow lines are situated in the region of the 
fine structure resonances of isolated Fe3+. Analogous observations were made for 
the rotation of B in a (110) plane of the crystal. More specifically, for B 11 [lo01 
the positions of the sharp lines divide the distance between the neighbouring fine 
structure lines in the ratio of about 1 : 2. Spectra of Fe3+ in MgO, also showing such 
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L 

v=S.lGHz 
T=50K 

280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 Blmr 

Figure 1. ESR spectrum of a nominally undoped BaTiO3 crystal under the indicated 
conditions. A, X single and double quantum fine structure transitions of F$+, respec- 
tively. 

sharp structures, have first been reported by Auzins and Wertz [14]. The narrow 
lines were assigned without doubt to the subsequent absorption of two equal quanta 
in the transitions Im, = -5/2) H I - 3/2) and 11/2) ++ 13/2) as well as between 
the time conjugate states. n o  features of these resonances are remarkable: The 
two subsequent transitions do not involve a common level. Thus after absorption of 
the first quantum, exciting Fe3+ for instance from I - 5/2) to I - 3/2), the system 
has to be promoted, possibly by a phonon, to 11/2) before the next quantum can be 
absorbed. Second, the two transitions do not occur at the same magnetic field, if the 
influence of tetragonal strains is neglected ( D  = 0): 

g P B  = hu+ 2a +4D I - 5/2) * I - 3/2) 

(2) 
5 5 a2 g P B  = hu + -a  - 2 0  - -- 
2 16 hu I + 1/2) * I + 3/2).  

Only if Fe3+ is situated in an environment which is tetragonally strained ( D  0) 
in such a way that both fields coincide does the probability for the simultaneous 
absorption of two quanta rise strongly. For the two resonances to occur at identical 
field values the upper transition in equation (2) has to lie at 4 0  higher than the 
normal one ( D  = 0) and the second transition at 2 0  lower. The double quantum 
resonances thus are predicted to divide the field distance between the cubic fine 
structure levels in the ratio 1:2. The sharpness of the resonances results from 
the fact that this condition for resonance at equal magnetic field is fulfilled only 
for specific Fe3+ ions which are situated in environments showing just the needed 
tetragonal distortions, and not for all Fe3+ ions. These resonances thus are site 
selective. In contrast the single quantum fine structure transitions, marked ‘A’ in 
figure 1, are caused by Fe3+ in all possible strained environments. Apparently, 
the investigated BaTiO, crystals contained wide distributions of tetragonal strains as 
indicated by the broadness of the normal fine structure transitions at B 11[100] in 
figure 1. For this orientation only tetragonal strains and not trigonal ones can shift 
the line positions. It should be added that the ratio of the intensities of the sharp 
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Figure 2. Angular dependence of the single (broken curves) and double quantum 
curves: theory; points: experiment) fine structure transitions of F$+ in BaTiOj. 

(full 

fine structure transitions to those of the wide ones varies from crystal to crystal, in 
accord with strain distributions differing from specimen to specimen. 

3.1.2. Fe4+-V,, (3d4, weak field). This defect leads to strongly angular-dependent 
signals with gllea x 8 for Y x 34 GHz and glem z 0 [13]. The subscripts refer to 
the principal axes of the centre extending nearly along [lo01 directions. There is a 
slight tilting by (0.8 f 0.2)" of the principal axes towards the [ l l l ]  rhombohedral 
domain directions. Because of the strong tetragonal field caused by V,, the orbital 
degeneracy of the 5E groundstate of Fe4+ is lifted. The spin degeneracy (S = 2) 
is also removed by the tetragonal field, so that only !mal remains a good quantum 
number. The resonances are caused by transitions between the Im, = f 2 )  levels; 
their zero field splitting originates from the cubic part of the crystal field. So the 
resonance condition is given by [15] 

hu = [(4gIIPB cos 0)' + = geBPB. (3) 

Recently we succeeded in detecting the resonance of Fe4+-V, also at 9 GHz, in 
addition to previous measurements at 34 GHz [13]. At 9.1 GHz gIlea = 21.1 was 
found as compared to = 8.3 at 34.1 GHz. From these values gI1 = 2.010 and 
a = 0.279 cm-l are determined. These are similar to the corresponding numbers for 
the well established Fe4+-V, in SrTiO, (gll = 2.007, a = 0.150 cm-l), see table 2. 
This supports the identification of Fe4+-Vo in BaTiO,. Previously, there remained 
the open question as to whether Fe2+-V, had been observed, since it was expected 
to lead to similar spectra. This can now be ruled out since the Fermi level in the 
as-grown crystals is generally so low that even Fe3+-Vo is not observed sometimes. 
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3.2. CO related defects 

CO doping has recently been found to increase the photorefractive sensitivity of 
BaTiO, [9]. An investigation of the structure and optical properties of the defects 
induced by incorporation of CO will therefore be presented. 

3.2.1. Isolated CO’+ (3d7, weakfield). The spectrum of COzt for B 11 [lll] is shown in 
figure 3. ?kro closely spaced sets of eight hyperfine lines with relative weights of 1 : 2.2 
are seen. These can be attributed in a natural way to a superposition of resonances 
in rhombohedral [l l l]  domains and those in [ill], [IT11 and [lli] domains, not 
all of them being present with equal strengths. The weak distortions along the 
domain axes will lead to small deviations from the cubic case. Accordingly, the 
anisotropies of g and A are small: gll = 4.262, g1 = 4.346, A,, = 99.7 x loe4 cm-’, 
A, = 104.5 x cm-l. These values are close to those of, e.g., COzt in MgO 
[16]. An averaged g has been reported earlier by AdAnsw er a1 [17] for BaTiO,:Co’+ 
(see table 2). The angular dependence of the spectra is in full accord with the model, 
that COzt is trigonally distorted along the domain axes. This is seen, for instance, by 
the reconstruction of the resonance positions for B 11 [loo], where the spectra of all 
[ 1111-type domains coincide, with the above parameters, see figure 4. 

V=9.06GHz 
T=17K 

110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 B/,,T 

Figure 3. ESR of isolated Co2+ in BaTiOs. The two sets of eight lines correspond to 
CO’+ in rhombohedral [Ill] domains oriented parallel to B (low intensity) and at about 
1100 to B .  

The spin-orbit groundstate of CO2+ (S = 3/2) in a cubic or nearly cubic environ- 
ment, on which the ESR experiments are performed, results from coupling the spin 
(S = 3/2) to the effective angular momentum ( L  = 1) of the T, orbital ground- 
state, leading to a total angular momentum of J = 1/2 in the groundstate and to 
g = i( 10 - 2ak) [ll] (a = -1.4: orbital Land6 factor [16]; k: orbital reduction 
factor). The average of the experimental g-values is reproduced in the present case 
with k = 0.918. This is unusually high. Spin-orbit admixtures of higher orbitals 
[18,19], not considered here, will lead to slightly positive g-shifts, decreasing the k 
necessary to explain the experimental gav. 
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Figure 4. ESR spectra of Codoped BaTi03 containing the indicated paramagnetic defects. 
The line positions of isolated Co2+ have been predicted by the parameters also describing 
the resonances in figure 3 (see text and table 2). 

A completely contrasting explanation of the ESR of CO’+ in BaTiO, has been put 
forward by Aguilar [20]. By taking into account only the spin part of CO’+ (S = 3/2) 
in discussing his spectra, he apparently discards spin-orbit coupling. Furthermore, 
strong [lo01 tetragonal distortions induced by random strains are assumed. The 
existence of two sets of eight lines in the spectra for B 11 [ l l l ] ,  as shown in figure 3, 
is then attributed to second order splitting between the Im, = f 3 / 2 )  and Im, = 
f 1 / 2 )  substates caused by the assumed strong axial field. These arguments cannot 
hold, first because the angular dependence of the spectra can only be explained 
by a weak [lll] distortion of the centres, as indicated by the reconstruction of their 
angular dependences, part of which is shown in figure 4. Second, strongly tetragonally 
distorted CO’+ centres lead to quite different spectra, as will be shown now in the 
course of discussing the newly found resonances of CO in tetragonal symmetry in 
BaTiO, . 
3.2.2. Co4+-V0 (3d5, weak field). Several strong Co related resonances with pro- 
nounced tetragonal anisotropy have been identified. Not all of them could be at- 
tributed to definite models yet, but it is likely that Co2+-Vo, Co3+-VO and Co4+-V0 
are among these centres, appearing under various illumination conditions and tem- 
peratures. Because of the multitude of all the detected tetragonal CO defects, partly 
unassigned, we plan to give a separate review, concentrating here on Co4+-VO, which 
is most clearly observed under illumination. 

We first differentiate the spectral parameters of this centre from those of CO’+- 
V, because of the final remarks in the preceding section. The spin-Hamiltonian 
parameters of Co2+-Vo in KNbO, [19] are listed in table 2. They are similar to 
those of the tetragonal centre reported here (table 2). For Coz+-Vo, gI1 M 2 and 
g1 x 5, expected for CO2+ in a strong tetragonal crystal field. The total angular 
momentum, J, is no longer a good quantum number, only ImJI. If the sign of the 
tetragonal field is such that an orbital singlet is lowest, pulled down from the cubic TI 
groundstate, then the orbital angular momentum tends to be quenched and for the 
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extreme case of a spin-only, Im, = f1/2),  groundstate gll x 2, g1 = 4 is expected 
for a S = 3/2 spin system. The g-values of C02+-Vo therefore correspond to the not 
quite complete quenching of orbital angular momentum. The analysis of the spectral 
parameters for the general case has been elaborated by Abragam and Pryce [18]. 

It turns out, however, that the present axial CO spectra cannot be explained 
consistently by this theory. This discrepancy is accentuated by the fact that two 
tetragonal CO centres have been discovered recently in one crystal of K’Ih0.9Nb0.,03 
[21]. One of them shows spectral features specific for Co2+-Vo; the other one, 
parameters comparable to those of the present tetragonal CO centre. So indeed 
these spectra are caused by a different defect centre. We assign them to CO4+- 
V,, assuming a weak field configuration (3d5, %e2, S = 5/2). The strong axial 
perturbation by V, will lead to three Kramers doublets, the lowest having gll x 2, 
glff x 39, x 6 [22], if the splitting, D, between the two lowest Kramers doublets is 
large compared to the microwave quantum hv. Deviations for gtff occur if D x hv; 
then siff = 3g1(1 - $ ( g 1 p B / D ) 2 )  [22]. From measurements at  frequencies of 
9.06 GHz and 33.9 GHz we find gll = 1.885, g1 = 1.824 and D 2 9 cm-’. Similar 
resonances (table 2), characterized by gI1 = 1.8530, g1 = 1.8181, D = 3 cm-’ [23], 
have been found in SrTiO, and assigned to Co4+-VO. This supports our model. 

3.3. Pt3+ (Sd’, strong field), Rh2+ (4d7, strong field) 

Pt3+ has been investigated earlier in BaTiO, [24-28]. It was found that this ion 
assumes the strong field configuration (tge) and thus has a single unpaired spin 
(S = 1/2) moving in an E-type orbital groundstate. lg5Pt (34% natural abundance) 
has nuclear spin I = 1/2; the remaining isotopes, I = 0. The crystal environment 
of Pt3+ is essentially tetragonally distorted along [100]-type directions. This is a 
manifestation of a static E x e Jahn-Eller effect [28]. A slight perturbation, caused 
by the 11111 domain field, is superimposed, leading to orthorhombic symmetry. 

B / T  
350 

340 

330 

320 

310 

300 

290 

280 

270 

I I 
[loo1 [I 101 [OlOl 

Flgure 5. Angular dependence of the ESR of Pt3+ in BaTiOj, reproduced from the pa- 
rameters of table 2, determined in the present investigation. Note the slight orthorhombic 
splittings of the low field lines and the finite hyperfine splitting (All = 15 x low4 cm-l) 
for B 11 [OlO] near 346 mT. 
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v=9.1 GHz 
T=12K 

2580 2610 2640 2670 2700 B/mT 

Figure 6. Angular dependence of the line intensities of lg5Pt ( I  = 1/2; outer peaks) 
and the remaining Pi3+ ions having I = 0 (central peak). 

We report the investigation of Pt3+ anew because the previous results 124,261 are 
at variance with those obtained by us. Figure 5 shows the angular dependences of 
the spectra as compared to the their prediction using the parameters shown in table 
2. They are contrasted there to those reported by Sroubek et a1 1241. Discrepancies 
between both sets of data, which are outside the limits of error, are clearly seen. 
Figure 5 demonstrates, for instance, that the hyperfine splitting for B 11 [loo], A,,,  
is larger than zero in contrast to [25]. Excluding the unlikely possibility, that Pt3+ 
occurs in two slightly different electronic configurations in BaTiO,, we think that 
the present results are more accurate, possibly because of the recent availability of 
crystals of higher quality, as indicated, e.g., by their comparatively narrow lines, see 
figure 6. It should be remarked, however, that the parameters given in 1251, where 
no resonances are shown, are not in accord with the spectra exhibited in the previous 
publication [24]. 

Of special interest is the intensity of the hyperfine doublet, I = 1/2, in figure 6 
relative to that of the central I = 0 line. For B 11[100] the height of the latter 
resonance at 12 K and 2 mW microwave power is unexpectedly lower than that of the 
hyperfine doublet. The ratio 1:3.9 of each of the hyperfine lines to the central line, 
as calculated from the natural abundances of the respective isotopes, is approached, 
if B is turned away from [loo], if the temperature is raised or  if the microwave power 
is decreased. The unexpected intensity ratio thus has to be attributed to saturation 
depending on angular and nuclear spin. It will be shown that these effects are a vivid 
demonstration of spin-lattice relaxation accompanying reorientation within a static 
E x e Jahn-Rller system 1291. 

We first consider the angular dependence of the height of the central line (I=O).  
For an explanation we take into account the static Jahn-Rller [lo01 type distortions of 
the Pt3+ surroundings. The Zeeman effect in each of these wells is characterized by an 
anisotropic g-tensor having principal axes along the distortion axis and perpendicular 
to it. Because of this anisotropy, the quantization axes of the unpaired spin change if 
the system reorients between equivalent wells. Phonon-induced reorientation is thus 
in general connected with spin relaxation. This process is absent for E 11 [lOO], for 
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under this orientation the quantization axes do not change, B being normal to all 
g-tensor ellipsoids in all wells. Accordingly, the spin-lattice relaxation time TI is 
angular dependent, as observed. Ham [30] gives the following expression for TI: 

where T is the reorientation time, Ag and A A  are the anisotropic parts of the 
Zeeman and hyperfine tensors, respectively, and ci represent direction cosines with 
respect to [ 1001-type directions. 

It now remains to explain the spin-lattice relaxation time of the hyperfine doublet, 
which is shorter than that of the central line also for B 11 [100]. Anisotropic hyperfine 
interaction in this Jahn-Rller system can lead to spin-lattice relaxation [30] also 
for B 11 [loo], in addition to a process having the same angular dependence as the 
relaxation via g-tensor anisotropy, see equation (4). This mechanism is also connected 
with the change of the spin quantization axes under reorientation, this time being 
caused by the off-diagonal terms of the hyperfine interaction, proportional to I, S, 
and ZySy. The electron spin-lattice relaxation here is accompanied by a nuclear spin 
flip [30]. 

An isotropic spectrum of Pt3+, originating from fast reorientation at elevated 
temperatures, has been observed earlier [27] in crystals in which the charge state 
Pt3+ had been stabilized by Nb doping. In our case Pt3+ was metastably created by 
illumination, and an isotropic spectrum could not be observed since recombination 
to the crystal ground state occurred at lower temperatures than a sufficiently fast 
reorientation rate. 

I I I I I I I 4. I 

280 290 300 310 320 330 

Figure 7. ESR of Rh2+ in BaTiO3. 

Figure 7 shows resonances which we attribute to Rh2+ on account of their char- 
acteristic doublet hyperfine structure (Io3Rh, 100% I = 1/2) and by comparison with 
the analogous spectra of Rh2+ in MgO [31], table 2. It should be remarked, that it 
is generally difficult to distinguish the ESR of octahedral (nd7) strong field configura- 
tions from those of (nd9), corresponding to Rho (4d9). However, the observation of 
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Rh4+ in another BaTiO, crystal (section 3.4) supports the assignment of the present 
spectra to Rh2+ since it is unlikely that in such crystals, both grown under oxidizing 
conditions, the charge state of a defect ion varies by four. The angular dependence 
of the Rh2+ lhes,  characteristic for [lo01 tetragonal symmetry, is shown in figure 8. 
The electronic configuration of Rh2+ is analogous to that of Pt3+, and the observed 
tetragonality again is caused by an E x e Jahn-Rller effect. Since Rh2+ is stable in 
the investigated crystal, motional averaging by fast reorientation could be observed at  
46 K for all crystal orientations, the resulting linewidths being strongly dependent on 
angle, as predicted [30]. 

Pt and Rh as well as Ir, to be reported in the next section, probably entered the 
investigated specimens from the Pt, Pt-Rh and Ir crucibles and wires used in growing 
the respective crystals. 

I I I I I ..t 

w=9.07 GHz 

1 I 1 I I I I 

I 6o 75 I 15 30 45 

[ , l o1  io1 01 
I 

[loo1 
Figure 8. Angular dependence of the ER of Rh2+ in BaTiO3. 

3.4. Rh4+ (4d5), Iflt (Sd5), PP-? (Sd5) (all strongfiefd) 
Figure 9 shows the spectra of these ions for E 11 [lll], which were all observed in 
the same crystal. Rh4+ and Ir4+ were detected without illumination. The different 
ions are characterized by their typical hyperfine patterns, as described above for Pt3+ 
and Rh2+. Ir4+ has two stable isotopes, IglIr and Ig31r, with 37% and 63% natural 
abundance, respectively. Both have I = 3/2 and almost equal nuclear moments. 
So the hyperfine pattern of Ir4+ consists of four nearly equally intense lines. The 
splittings into two sets of lines for Rh4+ and Ir4+ are consistent with the axial sym- 
metry of the centres along the [lll] rhombohedral domain directions. The deviation 
of the intensity ratio of the two sets in each case from the expected relations, 1 : 3, 
indicates that the rhombohedral domains were present in the crystal with unequal 
strengths. Since the deviations from cubic symmetry are small for Ir4+ and Rh4+, we 
shall discuss their properties on the basis of an octahedral environment. Note, Pt5+ 
shows a larger and slightly orthorhombic distortion away from cubic symmetry; this 
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Figure 9. ESR spectra of I f i t ,  Rh4+ and Pi5'+ in BaTiO3. 

and the orientation of one of the principal axes along the rather unusual direction 
of 30' away from [100] in a (100) plane points to the association of a defect, so far 
unknown, with Pt5+. 

Let us first discuss the features of Ir4+ and Rh4+. The strong field (nd') con- 
figurations (tz) have a T, orbital groundstate ( L  = 1, orbital Land6 factor [ll]: 
a = -l), to which an unpaired spin (S = 1/2) is coupling, forming J = 1/2 in the 
groundstate. The situation is analogous to spin-orbit coupling and the anomalous 
Zeeman-effect of the p states of an alkali atom, leading to g = -1/3(gs - 4ak) for 
J = 1/2 (k: orbital reducion factor; a = 1 and k = 1 in the case of an alkali atom). 
The values of k, explaining the experimental average g-values for Ir4+ and Rh4+ in 
BaTiO,, are listed and compared to those of MgO:I#+ [32] and MgO:Rh4+ [31] in 
table 2. Admixtures of higher states [33] leads to small increases of g beyond those 
predicted by the above relation. The k-values in table 2 thus have to be considered as 
upper bounds for the real ones It should be noted that the high spin-orbit coupling 
constants of the three ions treated here stabilize these systems against Jahn-Rller 
distortions [34]. For further comparisons with Ir4+ in other oxide compounds see 

To our knowledge PtSt has not been identified so far by ESR. Considering the 
nearly axial strong distortion of the centre, we shall show that the g-tensor can be 
explained on the basis of a strong field (5d5, tz) configuration. Abragam and Bleaney 
[ll] list for this case: 

~ 9 1 .  

g,, = gs sin2 a - (gs + 2k)  COS 2 a 

(5 )  g1 = -gs sin' a - 2 f i k  cos a sin a 

where a is the angle describing mixing with excited orbital states. Coincidence with 
the experimental axially averaged g-values is found for k = 0.69 with a = 29.7'. 

Since PtSt by itself is positively charged with respect to Ti4+, it is expected 
that the symmetry lowering associated defect is not adding to the charge unbalance, 
i.e., it is either neutral or charged negative with respect to the lattice. N o  further 
information on this defect is available presently. 
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3.5. Further paramagnetic cation centres in BaTiO,. 

For the sake of completeness we mention here also the cation type defects which we 
additionally observed by ESR in the available specimens. These include, first, those 
about which no further infoimation beyond that previously known was obtained and, 
second, those which cannot yet be assigned to definite models. 

The following ions belong to the first set: Cr:+ [lo], Cf'+ [8], Mn4+ [7], Nd3+ 
[35]. The relevant ESR parameters are included in table 2. The Cr5+ ion we have 
observed previously [lo] is labelled Cr:+ in table 2. Recently we have detected 
another defect containing Cr, as identified by its hyperfine structure. We attribute 
it to Cr5+ because of the similarity of its g-values (Cr:: in table 2) to those of 
the Cr:+. Furthermore, several similar Cr5+ centres have clearly been identified in 
SrTiO, [36,37]. 

The second class encompasses a family of centres designated Ti3+-?, and those 
labelled 1, 2 and 3 in table 2. The assignment of Ti3+-? is made on the basis of the 
g-tensors of these centres, having g-shifts typical for Ti3+ [38]. The low symmetries 
of the centres point to association with various lattice perturbations of so far unknown 
structure. llvo additional defects of this type have previously been assigned [39] to 
oxygen vacancies which have trapped one electron; it is expected to be localized at  
one of the two Ti ions next to the oxygen vacancy. Such defects should, however, 
show pure axial [100]-type symmetry. The fact that several types of lower symmetry 
have been observed, contradicts the assignment to an oxygen vacancy. On the other 
hand, the presence of oxygen vacancies in differently distorted regions of different 
structure in the crystals or associations with further defects cannot be ruled out either. 
It should be mentioned that these Ti3+-? signals are weak and that they appear only 
after illumination with light energies close to the bandgap. 

Centre 1 has an isotropic g-value characteristic for Ni in the charge states 1+, 
2+ or 3+ [40]. Unfortunately, all these electronic configurations can lead to nearly 
identical g-factors [40]. A further discrimination is therefore not possible at  present. 
No model is currently conceivable to explain defects 2 and 3. 

4. Paramagnetic defects with anion character, 0- trapped hole centres 

As will be shown in 11, many of the cation type defects described above form deep 
levels from which holes are photoionized to the valence band in as-grown and oxidized 
material. In this section, newly found 0- trapped hole centres will be described which 
in some crystals lead to the shallow levels necessary to explain the charge transport 
properties of BaTiO, at low temperature. 

4.1. Trapped hole centre I, 0- in unidentified surroundings 

After illuminating nominally undoped BaTiO, crystals with wavelengths A < 600 nm 
strong spectra appeared, their angular dependence being given in figure 10. On ac- 
count of their characteristic g-shifts, 0 < Ag < 0.11, these resonances are attributed 
to a family of closely related 0- hole centres [41]. The contribution of several differ- 
ent defects is demonstrated by the behaviour of the signals under isochronal anneal, 
figure 11. The crystals were illuminated at 15 K, then heated to the temperatures 
indicated in figure 11, held there for 2 min, cooled and measured at  15 K This cycle 
was repeated without prior illumination for all the successive temperatures indicated. 
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Figure 10. Angular dependences of the ESR spectra of 0- trapped holes in illuminated 
nominally undoped BaTiOJ. Open circles: line positions of centres decaying below 60 K. 
Full circles and cuwes: experimental and theoretical positions of remaining centres (OF, 
see table 3). 

Figure 11 shows that there are three decay thresholds; centres of type 0; are the 
shallowest with the strongest decrease near 25 K. Then follows 0; with the decrease 
near 40 K and a group of three centres, O;, decaying together near 65 K. It  should 
be noticed that the holes thermally ionized from 0; are partly captured by the 0; 
and 0; as indicated by the increase of the latter two near the threshold of 0; in 
figure 11. This shows that the holes created by photoionization of deep centres at  
low temperatures are trapped with an exceptionally high capture cross section at the 
shallowest, Or, centres. 

The angular dependence of the three partners of the 0; subfamily are indicated 
by full circles in figure 10, some of those decaying at lower temperatures, by open 
circles. Only the 0; spectra have been analysed more closely. They are described by 
the g-tensors given in table 3. 

It has been demonstrated earlier [lo], that the orbital model shown in figure 12 is 
consistent with the structure of these g-tensors. The most decisive observation is the 
large Ag,. Since Ag, z -2X/ E,, where E, is the energy for the virtual excitation 
from the pz groundstate to py, the high g, points to the near degeneracy of the pz 
and py orbitals. This argues against a Ba-vacancy, VEa, as the trapping acceptor. An 
acceptor ion on a Ti site, Aki, would be consistent with the small energy difference 
between the p, and py states. It is hard to imagine, however, how such a definite 
trapping centre can lead to the observed variety of 0- centres. Self-trapping of holes 
at 0-- in slightly different surroundings cannot be excluded. The various trapping 
sites can possibly be attributed to a distribution of internal strains. 

. .. ._ . 
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Figure 11. Isochronal anneal (see text) of 0- trapped hole centres in nominally undoped 
BaTiO3. 

Table 3. 0- trapped hole centers in the investigated BaTi03 crystals and their spectral 
parameters. 

Ion T (K) 9 A (cm-') Remarks 

20 91: 2.072(1) 
92: 2.027(1) 

o c i  

g3: 2.0041) 

a' = 27(2)O 
(figure 12) 

a = 45(1)O 

4.2. Trapped hole centre I& O--A13+ 

In another nominally undoped crystal, it was identified that holes created by low- 
temperature illumination were captured at 0-- ions next to Figure 12 also 
shows a model of this defect. In contrast to the previous family of 0- centres, here 
only one type of spectrum, figure 13, was observed, accentuating that the multitude 
of centres found above is unlikely to have a definite ion to which it is bound but 
rather sits in differently distorted surroundings. The g- and A-tensors describing the 
present situation are also given in table 3. Note that 27Al (100% abundance) has 
nuclear spin I = 5/2. 

In interpreting the tensor elements we start with the observation that the com- 
ponents of g have the small positive g-shifts expected for 0- trapped holes [41], 
which were also identified for instance in the previous case. The isotropic hyperfine 
interaction with Al is rather small, a situation typical [42] for Al lying on or near 
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Figure 12. Models of the orbital structure of 0- trapped hole centres in BaTiOa. Upper 
right: model of 0; (see table 3). The level scheme on the right is shown to explain the 
sequence of the observed g-shifts. Lower left: orbital structure of O--A13+. 
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Figure 13. Angular dependences of the resonances of O--d3+. 

nodal planes of the groundstate 0- orbital, Q,. This means that Q, is an 0- 
p-x-type orbital or a linear combination of such orbitals. The principal direction 2 
of the orthorhombic g-tensor is aligned along a [lo01 type direction. So 8 ,  must be 
of such a nature that the g-tensor has (100) as a mirror plane. Since the other two 
principal axes of g are extending along the [ O l l ]  and [Oli] directions, \Irg must be a 
superposition of orbitals of two neighbouring 0- ions in the (100) plane next to Al 
as shown in figure 12: 

Q g  = NQ,. - QgJ 

N - 2  = (2  - 2s) S : overlap integral. 

(The sign chosen in \srg is irrelevant for the following results). For the calculation 
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of the g-shifts caused by such two-centre wavefunctions it is advisable to use the 
expression [43] 

Q n  are the excited two centre 0- states, and V, is the operator of the spin-orbit 
coupling: V, cx E x p, p being the momentum of the unpaired electron and E, 
the electric field at the electron site. Since E is strong only near the ion cores, the 
contributions from the overlap regions between both 0-- ions can be neglected and 
the problem reduces to an addition of the spin-orbit contributions of the separated 
ions to Ag [43] 

Since the overlap contribution to the normalization N remains (equation (6)) ,  this 
relation holds only approximately. Along none of the principal directions of the g- 
tensor is a value close to ge measured; this would be expected if B was parallel to 
the axis of a p orbital. This indicates that the groundstate p-type orbitals are not 
aligned along any of these principal directions. We thus conclude that the p orbitals 
at each of the two 0-- ions, which compose the groundstate wavefunction, are tilted 
with respect to the principal axes, as indicated in figure 12. The ground and first 
excited states at  ion a are thus given by 

Qg,a = -+= sin P + +y cos P 
' e l +  = +so, 
Qe2,a = += cos P + +y sin P (9) 

taking into account that p orbitals transform as vectors. Corresponding expressions 
hold for ion b. Using these orbitals in equation (8), calculating the matrix elements 
and summing over the excited states Q e l  and Q e z  and over ions a and b, one arrives 
at a Ag-tensor, which contains off-diagonal matrix elements. Diagonalization leads 
to 

( 1  + sin 20) 
2x 

Agl - E, ,  - E,  

(1 - sin 2P) 
2x 

A92 x - 
Eel - Eg 

Coincidence with the measured Agi is obtained if p x 20' is assumed. With A,- x 
150 cm-I [44], Eel - E,  x loo00 cm-I and Eez - E ,  x 25000 cm-l is predicted. 
The corresponding optical crystal field transitions are expected to be masked by the 
small polaron absorptions typical for these 0- centres [45]. 

The tilting of the orbitals, expressed by these results, is not unexpected: It rep- 
resents the compromise between the following two influences. The hole groundstate 
at  each 0- site is repelled by the neighbouring AI3+ and Ti4+ ions, tending to align 
this ground orbital perpendicular to the &,+-Ti4+ direction. Such x-character is 
usually found for 0- centres in oxide permkites [42,46]. The formation of the bond 
between the two 0- ions contributing to the groundstate tends to tilt the component 
orbitals away from the pure x-orientation toward maximal overlap. 
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5. Discussion 

It has been shown that ESR studies can identify a large number of various paramag- 
netic lattice perturbations in BaTiO,. The method thus can serve as a tool for quality 
control, establish a basis for investigations of the defect chemistry in real BaTiO, 
and help to elucidate the role of these defects in photorefractive phenomena in this 
material. 

We have seen that even in nominally undoped material in general many such 
defects exist, and there are great differences between specimens obtained from dif- 
ferent sources with respect to defect types as well as their charge states and their 
concentrations. ESR can assist in selecting those crystals best suited for photorefrac- 
tive applications or to help in finding the most effective defects. It should be taken 
into account, however, that the investigated crystals certainly always contain a num- 
ber of defects which are ESR silent, because they have diamagnetic groundstates or 
spin-lattice relaxation times which are too short. "hble 1 includes such defects. Their 
presence was established indirectly by interpreting the light-induced charge changes, 
to be described in 11, in a consistent way. The combination of ESR studies with simul- 
taneous optical absorption measurements is in preparation. In this way we hope to 
identify also EsR silent defects directly and to arrive, eventually, at a more complete 
overview on the defect scenario in a given BaTiO, specimen. 

Compensation of charged defects in real undoped BaTiO,, as investigated here, 
certainly is more involved than the mechanisms proposed for ideal material, where a 
smaller number of defect types is generally assumed. Still in all crystals studied there 
is a preponderance of acceptor defects (see table l), such as Fe3+, the centre with 
the highest concentration in almost all crystals. 

This is in accord with the fact [47] that the defect scenario in BaTiO, is dominated 
by acceptors, A', compensated by oxygen vacancies, Vi ,  containing no electrons. By 
annealing in an oxygen rich atmosphere, V, are expected [47] to be replaced by 
oxygen ions, neutral with respect to the lattice. The resulting holes are then captured 
at low temperatures at the acceptor ions, A', forming neutral Ax, or being excited 
to the valence band, leading to hole conduction at elevated temperatures. It will 
be interesting to observe, in future redox studies, whether this behaviour can be 
found with ESR. It should be noted that also donor defects have been observed in 
the groundstate of the crystals (table l), partly but not totally compensating the 
acceptor charges. Shell model calculations [48] of defects in BaTiO, support the 
above experimentally derived views on the behaviour of defects in BaTiO,. 

Both types of studies also emphasize that the solubility of TiO, in BaTiO, is 
rather low. The concentration of Ba vacancies, V,, was found to be below 100 ppm. 
Also the presence of VTi is rather unlikely, because its formation needs a rather high 
energy, 4.25 eV [48]. 

As will be shown in 11, one can draw important conclusions on the contributions of 
the detected lattice perturbations to light-induced charge transfer processes. Special 
results have been listed in the introduction and will be further elaborated in 11. Here 
we limit ourselves to general remarks. Already the fact that charge changes can be 
observed in BaTiO, by ESR is in contrast to the situation in, e.g., LiNbO, doped with 
Fe. Here the phototransport is described by a 'l-centre model': by inhomogeneous 
illumination Fe2+ is photoionized and the quasifree electron is trapped at Fe3+ in 
the dark regions, again forming Fe2+. So there is no net change of the Fe2+ and 
Fe3+ concentrations and the ESR spectra are not altered. On the other hand, charge 
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conversions of defects in BaTiO, are observed with ESR at  low temperatures. So 
at least two types of centres must be involved in light-induced charge transport in 
BaTiO,: charge carriers photoionized from one defect-type are captured at another 
one, leading to the observed ESR changes. Measurements of the dependence of pho- 
toconductivity on light intensity further require that one of the centres is connected 
with shallow levels, the other defect with deep ones [3]. This model also applies to 
charge transport in other oxide perovskites, such as KNbO,; here also light-induced 
charge changes have been observed in ESR [49]. 
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